
Model-based development
This method is designed to develop outstanding products by linking (1) the car, (2) its control system, (3) the passengers in it, and (4) its driving environment 
in a (quantified) model without using an actual full-scale vehicle.
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Mazda has been working towards monotsukuri (manufacturing) innovation in order to develop and produce more diverse products in a more 
e�cient manner by utilizing common development methods and production processes. We want to achieve that by focusing on the next 5 to 10 
years and by developing our future models with an integrated planning strategy that reaches beyond vehicle ranks and segments. Our 
development strategy is based on integrated planning, which allows us to think outside the boundaries of vehicle models and ranks and create a 
common optimal structure for each feature, which we implement across all vehicle models. Our production strategy, on the other hand, is based 
on a common architecture concept, which allows us to utilize flexible production methods in order to manufacture the products we have 
designed in an e�cient and responsive manner. The goal is to create a flexible production system that is capable of responding to changes in the 
number of units on the production line or to the introduction of new vehicle models quickly and at minimal cost. This is going to help us improve 
the e�ciency of our business operations. The monotsukuri (manufacturing) innovation has enabled us to make our product development 
processes more e�cient, improve the way we invest in production equipment, and significantly reduce vehicle costs. We managed to achieve all 
that with the new-generation products and Skyactiv technology introduced in 2012 with the Mazda CX-5. In addition, our design methods based 
on the common architecture concept have enabled us to quickly apply the latest technologies and design features to all of our products at once. 
With the economies of scale Mazda has been able to achieve in its entire lineup, we can now develop and produce vehicles with high-quality 
basic functions at low cost. In addition to the integrated planning methods we use for the development of next-generation technologies, we are 
also seeking to promote highly e�cient development processes with model-based development.

We are working towards monotsukuri (manufacturing) innovation with the goal of delivering outstanding levels of diversity to improve our 

product competitiveness and commonality to increase our production e�ciency.

Monotsukuri (Manufacturing) Innovation

As car functions continue to become more sophisticated and diverse, the structures and control systems that make those functions possible also 
grow more and more complex. In order to be able to continue developing such complex systems quickly and with limited resources, it is crucial 
that we utilize the model-based development method, which allows us to make our development processes more e�cient at the planning stage. 
In model-based development, we first create a model of the product we are planning to develop, including the car itself, its control systems, the 
passengers in it, and its driving environment. Next, we use computerized simulations to plan every aspect of the development process and 
optimize the model e�ciently. Since this development method is based on simulations that encompass the entire process from the design stage 
to vehicle evaluation, we have been able to reduce the amount of work related to creating part prototypes and verification tests. This method 
also allows us to develop sophisticated and complex new products at a fast pace and with a small amount of resources while maintaining high 
product quality. We have been using the model-based method to develop our Skyactiv technology, a project that started in 2006, with the goal 
of achieving the best fuel economy and driving performance in the world. We completely revamped the control system from its basic functions, 
developed the combustion system to achieve equal combustion characteristics regardless of the engine displacement, and introduced the 
Skyactiv-G technology to attain the highest compression ratio in the world. Our development e�orts allowed us to completely remake our 
engines, transmissions, and vehicle bodies to deliver outstanding driving performance and fuel economy. In the future, we are going to continue 
developing the Skyactiv technology by using the model-based method in order to deliver driving pleasure, exceptional environmental 
performance, and outstanding safety to a wider spectrum of customers.

Model-Based Development

Integrated Planning and Common Architecture Concepts
Mazda's concept of safety technology is "Provide support for the driver". i-Activsense is 
an umbrella term covering a series of advanced safety technologies that make use of 
detection devices such as milliwave radars and cameras. They includes active safety 
technologies that support safe driving by helping the driver to recognize potential 
hazards, and pre-crash safety technologies which helps to avert collisions or reduce their 
severity in situations where they cannot be avoided.

Advanced Safety Technology i-ACTIVSENSE

• 360° View Monitor

• Advanced Blind Spot Monitoring (ABSM)

• Rear Cross Tra�c Alert (RCTA)

• Driver Attention Alert (DAA)

• Tra�c Sign Recognition System (TSR)

• Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS)

• High-Beam Control (HBC)

• Adaptive LED Headlights (ALH)

• Forward Obstruction Warning (FOW)

• Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS)

• Lane Keep Assist System (LAS)

• Mazda Radar Cruise Control (MRCC)

Active Safety Technologies (Prevent accidents)

• Smart Brake Support (SBS)

• Smart City Brake Support (SCBS)  Forward/Reverse

• Advanced Smart City Brake Support (ADVANCED SCBS)

• Acceleration Control for Automatic Transmission

   Forward/Reverse

Pre-crash Safety Technologies (Reduce risk of accidents)

We are committed to developing technologies that minimize driver and passenger injuries in accidents.

• Multi-load path structure
This structure ensures that impacts spread across the entire framework rather than being absorbed by a specific individual part.

• Bumper beams
The inner sides of front and rear bumper beams are equipped with 1,800-MPa high-tensile steel plates, the strongest in the world in 
mass-produced vehicles.

• Cross-shaped front frame
Since most of the impact energy is absorbed by the ridges of an object, we molded the front edge of the front frame into a cross shape to 
replace the original square shape and increase the number of ridges from 4 to 12. This is to ensure that impacts spread across a wider surface 
and that the energy generated during an impact is absorbed more e�ciently.

Technologies to minimize injuries in accidents

We followed the fundamental principles of body structure and revised our structural approach, construction methods, and material utilization 
to create an ideal vehicle body. As a result, we have developed the light and highly rigid new-generation Skyactiv-body.

SKYACTIV-BODY

• Impact absorption bonnet
The energy absorption space under the bonnet mitigates the impact and reduces the injuries a pedestrian might sustain if they hit the bonnet 
with their head. The energy absorption structure can be found in various parts of the bonnet.

• Impact absorption bumpers
Energy absorption materials are used in the front part of the vehicle at the height of the pedestrian's knees to reduce the impact on that part of 
the body. In addition, the lower part of the bumper is reinforced to prevent the pedestrian's legs from getting pulled under the vehicle in case 
of an impact.

• Active bonnet
If the vehicle detects an impact that reaches a specific threshold within a specific speed range while driving, 
the rear part of the bonnet pops up momentarily and separates from the engine in order to reduce the impact 
on the pedestrian's head. This type of active bonnet has been installed in vehicles with low bonnets such as 
the Roadster (MX-5/Miata) since July 2012.

We have developed various features that minimize pedestrian injuries in case of an impact.

Pedestrian protection
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